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Abstract. The boxes are heavy can convey that each box is heavy (distributive), or 
that some individually light boxes qualify as heavy when lifted together 
(nondistributive; Schwarzschild 1996, Schwarzschild 2011). In contrast, the boxes 
are fragile generally requires each box to be fragile (distributive). Which adjectives 
behave like heavy or like fragile, and why? This paper proposes a measurement-
theoretic account. For a gradable adjective to be understood nondistributively, I 
argue that a⊕b must exceed a and b along the scale associated with the adjective. 
That way, the contextual standard θ for what ‘counts as’ (adjective) in the context 
can be set in such a way that the composite object a⊕b surpasses the contextual 
standard θ while a and b individually fall short of it – a nondistributive 
understanding, in that the adjective is true of a⊕b together but not of a or b 
individually. This ordering is possible for heavy but not fragile, deriving their 
differences. More generally, researchers agree that an adjective’s potential for 
distributivity depends on what we know about the property it describes. Making that 
idea more explanatory, this paper articulates which features of the property described 
by the adjective matter for distributivity and why. 
Keywords. distributive, collective, stubborn distributivity, gradable adjectives, 
measurement theory, lexical semantics 
1.Introduction. When a sentence has a plural subject such as the boxes or Box A and Box B, we
draw inferences about how the predicate of the sentence applies to each member of the subject 
(e.g., Scha 1981, Link 1983). Focusing on adjectives, some are understood DISTRIBUTIVELY (1), 
meaning that the adjective is inferred to be true of – to ‘distribute’ down to – each individual 
member of the subject.  
(1) Box A and Box B are fragile.  (distributive) 
a. ✓Distributive:  Box A is fragile, Box B is fragile.
b. ✘Nondistributive:  Box A and Box B are jointly fragile but not individually so.
More adjectives that behave like fragile include light, short, small, full, empty, clean, dirty, old, 
and new: applied to two boxes, these adjectives are also generally inferred to be true of each box. 
 In contrast, other adjectives are understood NONDISTRIBUTIVELY (2), meaning that they are       
not inferred to be individually true of each member of the subject (at least, not unless we imagine 
some sort of implicit object), but instead only apply to the subject (the two boxes) as a whole. 
(2) Box A and Box B are connected. 
a. ✘Distributive:  Box A is connected, Box B is connected.        (nondistributive) 
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 b. ✓Nondistributive:  Box A and Box B are jointly connected but not individually so. 
  
The class of connected-type adjectives is not discussed further in this paper, since these involve a 
sense of reciprocity not shared by the others. 
 Still other adjectives can be understood in both ways. If two boxes are said to be heavy (3), 
perhaps each box counts as heavy (distributive); or perhaps they are light (or mid-weight) 
individually while qualifying as heavy when lifted together.   
(3) Box A and Box B are heavy.           (can be understood both ways) 
 a.  ✓Distributive:  Box A is heavy, Box B is heavy.  
 b.  ✓Nondistributive:  Box A and Box B are jointly heavy but not individually so. 
  
Further adjectives that behave like heavy include expensive (two boxes could each be expensive; 
or two individually affordable boxes could qualify as expensive when purchased together), 
beautiful (two boxes might each be beautiful, or two individually plain boxes might complement 
one another aesthetically), and ugly (two boxes might each be ugly, or two individually nice-
looking boxes might clash with one another, becoming ugly in combination).  
 Adding one more type of adjectives to create a four-way typology, there are also adjectives 
which could imaginably be understood nondistributively, but which in reality strongly favor a 
distributive understanding. Just as two light boxes might become heavy when lifted together, one 
can imagine that two short (or mid-height) boxes might become tall when stacked on top of one 
another. But in reality, it is difficult to understand tall in that way. Instead, tall is most easily 
understood distributively – true of each box individually. Schwarzschild (2011) names such 
predicates ‘stubbornly distributive’ on the grounds that they ‘stubbornly’ refuse to be understood 
nondistributively, even though we can imagine what it would mean for them to be understood 
that way.   
(3) Box A and Box B are tall.         (‘stubbornly distributive’) 
 a.  ✓Distributive:  Box A is tall, Box B is tall.  
 b.  (??) Nondistributive:  Box A and Box B are jointly tall but not individually so. 
  
Other ‘stubbornly distributive’ adjectives include big, large, long, and wide.  
 There is a long tradition of work on how distributive and nondistributive understandings of 
sentences should be represented semantically (Scha 1981, Link 1983, Roberts 1987, Landman 
1989, Lasersohn 1995, Schwarzschild 1996, Winter 2000, Landman 2000, Champollion 2010, de 
Vries 2015, Champollion 2017). Much of this work has focused on Verb Phrases rather than 
adjectives, although the same ideas apply to both. In this paper, I take on a different question, 
which is so far left open: Which adjectives are understood in which way(s), and why? Again 
leaving out the connected type, which other adjectives behave like fragile, like heavy, or like 
tall? 
 Researchers agree that inferences about distributivity are grounded in ‘world knowledge’ 
about the property described by an adjective (Scha 1981, Dowty 1987, Roberts 1987, Winter 
2000); for example, fragile describes a characteristic of physical material; boxes each have their 
own physical material; so fragile is understood to be true of individual boxes (distributive). But it 
remains an open question what world knowledge matters and why, and how one might predict 
the distributivity potential of a new adjective.  
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 Making progress in this realm, Scontras and Goodman (2017) offer a convincing pragmatic 
explanation for why heavy (3) differs from tall (4): that the nondistributive (‘collective’) 
understanding of tall is too difficult for speakers and hearers to coordinate on pragmatically, 
given that the joint height of boxes depends on their transitory spatial arrangement (for example, 
it depends on whether the boxes are stacked on top of each other or sitting side by side); whereas 
the joint weight of boxes is stable regardless of how they are arranged. They show 
experimentally that in a context where boxes are reliably arranged in a stack, the nondistributive 
understanding of tall becomes more pragmatically accessible, consistent with their analysis . 1
 Even assuming that Scontras and Goodman are correct about why heavy differs from tall, 
however, we still face a more basic open question: What separates the adjectives like fragile – 
for which we cannot even imagine a nondistributive understanding – from those like tall and 
heavy, for which we can (whether or not it is pragmatically available)? Looking at Table 1, what 
separates the adjectives above the bolded line (the ones for which we can only imagine a 
distributive understanding) from those below the line (for which we can imagine both a 
distributive understanding and a nondistributive one, whether or not the nondistributive 
understanding is pragmatically available)? 
Table 1: Distributive and nondistributive understandings available to different adjectives 
 On the one hand, there is evidence that the distributivity potential of adjectives is 
systematically related to the nature of the properties they describe. Just as we can imagine a 
nondistributive understanding (pragmatically available or not) for heavy and tall, the same goes 
for other adjectives that also describe physical dimensions in an increasing direction (large, big, 
wide, long). The fact that semantically similar adjectives pattern together suggests that their 
behavior is somehow tied to their meaning.  
 On the other hand, the distributivity potential of some adjectives appears idiosyncratic. 
Many adjectives come in antonym pairs (Clark 1972, Cruse 1976, Cresswell 1976, Seuren 1978, 
Lehrer and Lehrer 1982, Muehleisen 1997) such as heavy/light, open/closed, and tall/short, 
describing inversely related properties. Some antonym pairs pattern together in their 
Distributive Box A and Box B are fragile (light, short, full, empty, old, new).
✓Dist.: each fragile ✘Nondist.: jointly fragile
Both ways Box A and Box B are heavy (expensive, beautiful, ugly).
✓Dist.: each heavy ✓Nondist.: jointly heavy
‘Stubbornly 
distributive’
Box A and Box B are tall (big, large, long, wide).
✓Dist.: each tall (??) Nondist.: jointly tall
While it is possible for tall to be understood nondistributively with enough context (e.g., in a situation where boxes 1
regularly come out of a machine in a stack), there are other ‘stubbornly distributive’ adjectives where the imaginable 
nondistributive understanding is much more elusive. For example, even with a context favoring a nondistributive 
understanding, Syrett (2015) finds experimentally the boxes are round is robustly rejected to describe square boxes 
arranged into a round circle (presumably for the reason that Scontras and Goodman propose: the joint shape of 
boxes depends on their transitory spatial arrangement while their individual shape does not). But Scontras and 
Goodman’s analysis is still consistent with the finding that tall is more pragmatically pliant than round.  They do not 
predict that every ‘stubbornly distributive’ adjective will become nondistributive with enough context, as tall does; 
they just predict that nondistributive understandings are more available for adjectives describing properties of 
groups that are stable with respect to arrangement.
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distributivity potential: open and closed are both only understood distributively, in that if 
multiple boxes are open or closed, they each are. Beautiful and ugly can both be understood 
nondistributively as well as distributively: multiple boxes might each be beautiful or ugly 
(distributive), or might only be so when arranged together (nondistributive). Presumably the two 
halves of these antonym pairs pattern together because of the nature of the properties they 
describe: separate containers can only be open or closed individually; aesthetic judgments can be 
made about individual objects or collections thereof.  
 But then it is surprising that there are also antonym pairs which diverge in their potential for 
distributivity. For example, while heavy can be understood both distributively and 
nondistributively (3), it is quite difficult to imagine how its antonym light could be true of 
multiple boxes without also being true of each one . If two boxes are light, then – because of the 2
way weight works – they generally each are (see Maldonado et al, 2018).   
(5) Box A and Box B are light.        (distributive) 
 a.  ✓Distributive:  Box A is light, Box B is light.  
 b.  ✘Nondistributive:  Box A and Box B are jointly light but not individually so. 
  
 Within this apparent idiosyncrasy, there is again the hint of a pattern: the antonym pairs that 
diverge in their behavior tend to be dimensional adjectives (heavy/light, tall/short, big/small). 
Such pairs can be split into ‘increasing-direction’ adjective and a ‘decreasing-direction’ one 
(Seuren 1978); heavy is an increasing-direction adjective because heavier conveys more weight, 
light is decreasing-direction because lighter conveys less weight. Within these pairs, it is always 
the decreasing-direction one that prefers to be distributive – again suggesting that this behavior 
can be somehow tied to the similarities between these adjectives. 
 To explain these data, I propose an account using measurement theory (Section 3; Stevens 
1946, Suppes and Zinnes 1962, Krantz et al. 1971, Roberts 1979, Schwarzschild 2002, 
Schwarzschild 2006, Sassoon 2007, Sassoon 2010, Lassiter 2011, Solt 2015, Lassiter 2017) – a 
system used to capture the properties of various systems of measurement, such as height, weight, 
temperature, likelihood, and so on. The idea is that for a gradable adjective A to have a 
nondistributive understanding, the measurement along the scale encoded by A of two things 
together µ(a⊕b) must be able to exceed the measurement of each thing individually (µ(a) and 
µ(b)). Then the contextual standard θ for what counts as A can be set in such a way that a⊕b 
exceeds the standard θ for A while a and b individually fall short of it – a nondistributive 
understanding, because A is true of a⊕b together, but not of a or b alone. Depending on the 
behavior of the particular scale associated with the adjective, this ordering might or might not be 
possible, explaining which adjectives can or cannot be understood nondistributively. 
2.Background on gradable adjectives and measurement theory. This paper focuses on 
gradable adjectives (Bartsch and Vennemann 1972, Seuren 1973, Cresswell 1976, Klein 1980, 
Scontras and Goodman describe adjectives such as light  (decreasing-direction adjectives that are understood 2
distributively) as ‘stubbornly distributive’, like tall  – suggesting that light-type adjectives have an imaginable-but-
pragmatically-unavailable nondistributive understanding. But while it is clear how two boxes could be considered 
short  individually and tall when stacked, it is not at all clear what it would mean for two boxes to be heavy 
individually and light together. Rather than grouping light with tall , I claim that light behaves like fragile in that it is 
difficult to even imagine how it could be understood nondistributively.
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Kennedy 1999, Kennedy 2007) – adjectives that can be degree-modified (very tall, somewhat 
heavy) and participate in comparative constructions (more beautiful, less full). Gradable 
adjectives are commonly analyzed (Cresswell 1976, von Stechow 1984, Rullmann 1995, 
Kennedy 1999 et seq.) to map an entity to its degree d along the scale associated with the 
adjective, which (in the basic, non-comparative ‘positive’ form) is required to exceed some 
contextually determined threshold, represented as θ. For example, (6) conveys that heavy 
applied to the box – the box’s degree d of weight – exceeds the contextual standard θ for what 
counts as heavy in the context.  
(6) [[The box is heavy]] = 1 iff heavy(the box) ≥ θ 
  
 Having introduced gradable adjectives, I turn to measurement theory (see Lassiter 2011 and 
Lassiter 2017: Chapter 2 for a comprehensive overview which inspires this discussion). 
Measurement theory is a system for representing measurements that does not take the 
(quantitative) natural numbers as basic, because natural numbers support relations – such as ratio 
comparisons – that do not carry over to certain qualitative orderings. For example, Room A may 
be warmer than Room B, but it does not strictly make sense to say that Room A is twice as warm 
as B. Even if Room A is 100 degrees Fahrenheit while Room B is 50 degrees Fahrenheit, this 
ratio is not preserved if we represent temperature in Celsius instead (then Room A is 38 degrees 
and Room B is 10 degrees). In this sense, temperature does not support the ratio comparisons 
that apply to natural numbers.  
Instead of taking numbers as basic, measurement theory begins from the (qualitative) notion 
of relative ordering (which Sapir 1944 takes as psychologically basic): Does a exceed b with 
respect to the property being measured? Does b exceed a? From these relative orderings, we 
construct a quantitative scale which preserves only as much structure from the natural numbers 
as is suitable for the property being measured. 
Particularly important for analyzing distributivity, measurement theory can be used to 
represent how the measurement of an individual entity a and of an individual entity b relate to 
the measurement of a composite object, a•b (where • represents ‘concatenation’ – which, if a and 
b are not equal and do not overlap, is equivalent to the ‘join’ operation ⊕ of Link 1983; see 
Lassiter 2011: Chapter 2, building on Krifka 1989). Specifically, µ is a function mapping entities 
to the natural numbers in a way that preserves their relative ordering with respect to the property 
being measured; µ(a) is the quantitative measurement of an entity a derived from its qualitative 
ranking relative to other entities. If a outranks b with respect to the property being measured, 
then µ(a) > µ(b). 
Using this system, it is possible to classify various types of scales (weight, temperature, and 
so on) based on the way µ(a⊕b) relates to µ(a) and µ(b) – in other words, how the position of the 
composite entity a⊕b along the scale relates to the position of its constituent entities a and b.  
(7) Some types of scales       adapted/abridged Lassiter (2011): 45 
 a.  Additive: µ(a⊕b) = µ(a) + µ(b) 
  e.g. weight; weight(a⊕b) = weight(a) + weight(b) 
 b.  Intermediate: If  µ(a) >  µ(b), then  µ(a) >  µ(a⊕b) > µ(b) 
  e.g. temperature; temp(a⊕b) falls between temp(a) and temp(b) 
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 c.  Atomic Only: Ordering contains no concatenations; i.e. µ(a)> µ(b) implies a, b are  
  atomic. 
  e.g. sick; sick(a⊕b) is undefined because only individuals can be sick 
For example, the scale of weight (7a) is classified as ADDITIVE, because the weight of two 
boxes a and b together is just the weight of the first box a plus the weight of the other box b. In 
contrast, the scale of temperature (7b) is classified as INTERMEDIATE (at least, the thermometer 
temperature of non-chemically reactive substances – other construals of temperature are 
discussed further below): if one soup a is 80 degrees Fahrenheit while another soup b is 100 
degrees Fahrenheit, then the composite a⊕b (the two soups mixed together) is certainly not 180 
degrees Fahrenheit, but rather comes out to something like 90 degrees, falling in between the 
temperatures of the two constituent soups. 
Lassiter (2011) also highlights scales that may be considered ATOM-ONLY, meaning that the 
scale is only sensible for non-composite, ‘atomic’ entities such as a and b, not for composites 
such as a⊕b. For example, perhaps it does not make sense to rate the sickness of two people 
together, given that only individuals can be sick. While other scales are classified by how µ(a⊕b) 
relates to µ(a) and µ(b), here µ(a⊕b) is undefined. 
Before proceeding, it is worth noting that the superficially formal and precise concatenation 
operation ‘•’ (or equivalently, assuming no overlap, ⊕) actually requires some context-
dependent, entity-specific decision-making about how the composite object a⊕b is to be 
assembled from its constituent parts a and b. To measure the height of two boxes a⊕b, do we 
measure them as a stack (in which case height is additive with respect to concatenation) or side 
by side and take the average (in which case height is intermediate)? To measure the temperature 
of two soups, do we mix them together or leave each one in its own container? If they are mixed 
together, could they react with one another chemically? What if the two elements being 
combined are of different types; what would it mean to concatenate a soup and a box? For 
current purposes, my approach is simply to articulate how I take the concatenation operation to 
work for the different types of composite entities that I discuss. 
With that caveat, the next step is to use the classification laid out in (7) to derive the 
distributivity potential of adjectives from the way µ(a) and µ(b) relate to µ(a⊕b) along the scale 
associated with the adjective. 
3.The explanation. As observed in Section 1, heavy can be understood both distributively and 
nondistributively.   
(8) Box A and Box B are heavy.           (can be understood both ways) 
 a.  ✓Distributive:  Box A is heavy, Box B is heavy.  
 b.  ✓Nondistributive:  Box A and Box B are jointly heavy but not individually so. 
  
 The analysis of gradable adjectives and measurement theory from Section 2 helps to 
explain why heavy can be understood in both ways. Imagine that Box A weighs 3lbs and Box B 
weighs 5lbs. For each box to individually qualify as heavy, each box’s weight must exceed the 
contextual threshold θ for what counts as heavy in the context (the left side of Figure 1; the gray 
zone represents everything that is considered heavy, exceeding θ along the weight scale).  
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Figure 1. Distributive and nondistributive understandings of Box A and Box B are heavy.  
 For the two boxes to qualify as heavy jointly but not individually, the weight of a⊕b must 
exceed  θ (so that the two boxes together are considered heavy), while the weight of each 
individual box falls short of θ (so that each individual box is not considered heavy). Weight is 
additive; the weight of a⊕b is the weight of a plus the weight of b (assuming that a weighs 3lbs 
and b weighs 5lbs, then a⊕b weighs 8lbs). Therefore, if the contextual standard θ for heavy is set 
at around 7lbs, then a⊕b exceeds it while a and b each fall short of it – a nondistributive 
understanding (the right side of Figure 1).  
 Of course, since θ depends on a comparison class (Klein 1980), it could theoretically be 
set at different levels when weighing a single box (compared to other individual boxes) versus 
when weighing a pair of boxes (compared to other pairs of boxes). But when heavy is understood 
nondistributively – when two boxes qualify as heavy while each individual box does not – it 
actually seems that the individual boxes a and b and the pair of boxes a⊕b are all compared to 
the same consistent standard (for example, ‘what I can carry easily’). Otherwise, if Box A and 
Box B together are considered heavy relative to other pairs of boxes, then it seems likely that 
Box A and Box B would also each be considered heavy relative to other individual boxes. Such a 
variable setting of θ makes it much harder to imagine how heavy could be construed 
nondistributively.  
 Generalizing the discussion of heavy, I claim that any gradable adjective can only be 
understood nondistributively if µ(a⊕b) exceeds µ(a) and µ(b) along the scale associated with the 
adjective (as in the right side of Figure 1). That way, θ can be set in such a way that a⊕b exceeds 
θ, while a and b each fall short of it individually – nondistributive, because the adjective is true 
of a⊕b but not of a or b. Depending on the behavior of a given adjective’s associated scale with 
respect to the formation of composite objects, this arrangement may or may not be possible, 
explaining why different adjectives behave differently. 
 This analysis explains why other increasing-direction dimensional adjectives (tall, large, 
wide) behave like heavy in having an imaginable (more or less pragmatically available) 
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nondistributive understanding. Height, size, and width – like weight – are additive, guaranteeing 
that µ(a⊕b) exceeds µ(a) and µ(b), which is what is required for an imaginable nondistributive 
understanding. Other adjectives such as loud and expensive are not strictly additive (two 50-
decibel sounds do not create a 100-decibel sound in combination; two 50-dollar chairs might be 
discounted when purchased together), but the loudness or cost of two things together still 
generally exceeds that of each one individually, explaining why these adjectives behave like 
heavy in having an available nondistributive understanding. 
 As for why heavy is easily understood nondistributively while tall ‘stubbornly’ prefers to be 
distributive, I echo Scontras and Goodman’s (2017) idea that the joint weight of boxes is more 
stable and thus easier to coordinate on pragmatically than joint height. What is new is that the 
proposed analysis also explains what unifies heavy and tall and separates them from fragile – 
why both heavy and tall have an imaginable nondistributive understanding while fragile does 
not. 
 Unlike heavy, light is only understood distributively; it is very difficult to imagine how two 
individually heavy boxes could qualify as light when lifted together (Section 1). The proposed 
analysis helps to explain why. Imagine again that Box A is 3lbs while Box B is 5lbs, so that the 
two boxes together weigh 8lbs. Since the light scale measures weight in a decreasing direction – 
where a higher position on the light scale entails less weight – the two boxes together a⊕b are 
guaranteed to be less light than each individual box along the scale (Figure 2). As a result, θ 
might be set so that a, b, and a⊕b all count as light, or so that only a and/or b count as light 
while a⊕b does not – but it cannot be set in such a way that a⊕b exceeds θ while a and b 
individually fall short of it, what would be required for a nondistributive understanding. This 
analysis therefore explains why decreasing-direction adjectives (light, short, quiet, cheap) are 
only understood distributively, whereas their increasing-direction antonyms can be understood in 
both ways. 
Figure 2. Two things together are no lighter than each one individually.  
 In contrast to weight, the scale of temperature (at least, the thermometer temperature of non-
chemically reactive substances) is intermediate with respect to concatenation – the temperature 
of two soups mixed together falls in between the temperatures of the two constituent soups – 
which explains why warm is only understood distributively in (9).   
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(9) Soup A and Box B are warm.        (distributive) 
 a.  ✓Distributive:  Soup A is warm, Soup B is warm.  
 b.  ✘Nondistributive:  Soup A and Soup B are jointly warm but not individually so. 
  
  
Figure 3. The temperature of two soups falls between the temperature of each one. 
 When µ(a⊕b) falls in between µ(a) and µ(b) (intermediate; Figure 3), there is no way to set θ 
so that a⊕b exceeds it while a and b individually fall short of it – what would be required for a 
nondistributive understanding. All three entities (a, b, and a⊕b) might count as warm; or two of 
the three (a⊕b and either a or b); or none of them (imagining different settings of θ in Figure 3); 
but if a⊕b qualifies as warm, then either a or b (or both) must also qualify. Therefore, warm 
cannot be understood in such a way that the two soups together qualify as warm while each soup 
individually does not. The same analysis also extends to other adjectives with scales that behave 
intermediately with respect to concatenation, such as clean and dirty. 
 So far, the discussion of temperature has been explicitly restricted to the thermometer 
temperature of non-reactive substances. Why only non-reactive substances? Because if two 
chemicals react with one another to produce heat, then the temperature of the two chemicals 
together may exceed the temperature of each one, yielding a nondistributive understanding. And 
why only thermometer temperature? Because temperature can be construed in different ways – as 
an objective numerical measurement; or as a subjective bodily experience, perhaps the tactile 
temperature of a specific object, or the ambient temperature of a room, or one’s body 
temperature in relation to the comfortable range for humans (Koptjevskaja-Tamm and Rakhilina 
2006, Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2011). Construed in these ways, temperature may not be intermediate 
with respect to concatenation: (10) may convey that a person only feels warm (comfortable in 
cold weather) when wearing a hat and a scarf together, not just one or the other (assuming that a 
person feels warmer with every piece of clothing they put on) – a nondistributive understanding 
of warm.  
(10) The hat and the scarf are warm.          (can be understood both ways) 
 a.  ✓Distributive:  The hat is warm, the scarf is warm.  
 b.  ✓Nondistributive:  The hat and the scarf are jointly warm but not individually so. 
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  In other words, depending on the nature of concatenation (whether it involves a chemical 
reaction or not) and on the construal of temperature (thermometer vs. subjective experience), 
temperature behaves differently with respect to concatenation in different contexts. In turn, the 
way temperature behaves with respect to concatenation influences the distributivity potential of 
temperature adjectives such as warm. When temperature is intermediate with respect to 
concatenation, warm is only understood distributively. When it is additive, warm can be 
understood nondistributively, because a⊕b can be considered warm while a and b individually 
do not qualify. In other words, the distributivity potential of an adjective is not a lexical fact 
about the specific adjective, nor is it fully predicted from the property (e.g. temperature) 
measured by it. Consistent with the proposed analysis, what is most important is the way a⊕b 
relates to a and b along the scale associated with the adjective. 
 As previewed above (Section 1), the subjective adjectives beautiful and ugly can be 
understood both distributively and nondistributively.  
(11) Box A and Box B are beautiful.                    (can be understood both ways) 
 a.  ✓Distributive:  Box A is beautiful, Box B is beautiful.  
 b.  ✓Nondistributive:  Box A and Box B are jointly beautiful but not individually so. 
  
  Again, these facts follow from the behavior of these scales with respect to concatenation. 
Beauty and ugliness are subjective (Lasersohn 2005), tied to some party’s taste and judgment. 
Such scales behave irregularly with respect to concatenation: two boxes might be individually 
beautiful, even more beautiful together; individually beautiful, but ugly when arranged together; 
individually ugly, but beautiful together; and so on – anything is possible. As a result, two boxes 
might each be beautiful or ugly (distributive), or might only become so when they complement 
one another (nondistributive). The same analysis also extends to other subjective adjectives, such 
as delicious and disgusting, which can similarly be construed both distributively and 
nondistributively. 
 So far, most of the adjectives discussed in this paper have described properties (height, 
weight, temperature, beauty) that can be instantiated by pluralities as well as individuals. But 
there are also properties that can only really be instantiated by individuals (sick, alive, gray-
haired, worried, religious, American…), given that individuals have their own bodies/hair, 
beliefs, and nationalities. Such adjectives are only understood distributively:  
(12) Alice and Bob are {sick, religious, American…}             (distributive) 
 a.  ✓Distributive:  Each of them is {sick, religious, American…}.  
 b.  ✘Nondistributive:  Jointly {sick, religious, American…} but not individually so. 
  
  Lassiter (2011): Chapter 2 suggests that the sickness of two individuals a⊕b together is 
undefined, given that only individuals can be sick (Lassiter’s ‘atom-only’ scales). The ordering 
required for a nondistributive understanding – where µ(a⊕b) exceeds µ(a) and µ(a⊕b) – is not 
possible if µ(a⊕b) is undefined. Therefore, the proposed measurement-theoretic account explains 
why these sick-type adjectives are only understood distributively.  
 For some adjectives (fragile, full, empty), it is difficult to say whether they should be 
considered ‘atom-only’, like sick; or intermediate with respect to concatenation, like warm. For 
example: recall that, applied to two boxes, fragile is understood distributively (Section 1). If 
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fragile is considered atom-only (on the grounds that it describes physical material, which 
individual boxes possess individually), then it is understood distributively for the same reason 
that sick is. If it is considered intermediate with respect to concatenation (on the grounds that the 
fragility of two boxes together falls in between the fragility of each one), then it behaves like 
warm. The reasoning is different, but the same prediction is made either way: fragile is 
understood distributively.  
 Stepping back, the proposed analysis provides a predictive, explanatory answer to the 
question of ‘which adjectives are understood in which ways, and why?’. As sketched in Table 2, 
fragile-type adjectives (above the bolded line) are understood distributively because a⊕b cannot 
surpass a and b along their associated scales. The heavy and tall-type adjectives (below the 
bolded line) have an imaginable (more or less pragmatically available) nondistributive 
understanding because a⊕b can exceed a and b along the scale, so that the contextual standard θ 
can be set in such a way that a⊕b surpasses it while a and b each individually fall short. 
Table 2: Distributive and nondistributive understandings available to different adjectives, and 
how these understandings are explained on the proposed analysis. 
4.Conclusion.  This paper has focused on the distributivity potential of adjectives, but the same 
phenomenon is also observed among Verb Phrases (VPs; which in fact have received relatively 
more attention in the distributivity literature). For example, the verb smile behaves like the 
adjective fragile in that it is only understood distributively (13), whereas the VP lift the box 
behaves like heavy in that it can be understood both distributively and nondistributively (14).   
(13) Alice and Bob smiled.        (distributive) 
 a.  ✓Distributive:  Alice smiled, Bob smiled.  
 b.  ✘Nondistributive:  Alice and Bob smiled jointly but not individually. 
(14) Alice and Bob lifted the box.           (can be understood both ways) 
 a.  ✓Distributive:  Alice lifted the box, Bob lifted the box.  
 b.  ✓Nondistributive:  Alice and Bob lifted the box jointly but not individually. 
  
 Just as the distributivity potential of an adjective depends on what we know about the nature 
of the property it describes, the distributivity potential of a VP depends on what we know about 
Distributive Box A and Box B are fragile (light, short, full, empty, old, new).
✓Dist.: each fragile ✘Nondist.: jointly fragile
because a⊕b can’t exceed a,b on fragile scale
Both ways Box A and Box B are heavy (expensive, beautiful, ugly).
✓Dist.: each heavy ✓Nondist.: jointly heavy
because a⊕b can exceed a, b on heavy scale
(pragmatically available because joint weight is stable)
‘Stubbornly 
distributive’
Box A and Box B are tall (big, large, long, wide).
✓Dist.: each tall (??) Nondist.: jointly tall
because a⊕b can exceed a, b on tall scale
(pragmatically unavailable because joint height is unstable)
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the event (Scha 1981, Roberts 1987, Dowty 1987, Winter 2000). Smiling involves the face; 
people have their own faces, so they can only smile individually; boxes can be lifted individually 
or multi-laterally. Against this background, the current study of distributivity among adjectives 
fits into a larger investigation of the distributivity potential of various types of predicates from 
different syntactic categories (Glass to appear). The specific explanations take distinct forms 
because the scalar notions described by gradable adjectives differ from the events described by 
VPs; but in both cases, the goal is to make the idea that a predicate’s distributivity potential 
‘depends on world knowledge’ predictive by pinpointing the facets of world knowledge that 
matter.  
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